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Rosie you are a marked woman!
News of the Lancs Lane run. Julie advises only a few members have
booked and we are well outnumbered by guests. Please fill in the
form in this issue, and send to Julie ASAP.
For those who do not know, Rosie took this pic of me whilst I was
being a good Samaritan, and compounded the insult later in the
bar, likening me to a well known dead Prime Minister. Linda is
also in my sites, so look out for candid pics of them!
Mike....Ed.

CHAIRMANS CHAT JULY 2011

Headline news of the NTBHWE
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-North York Moors superb venue for weekend tour
-The b****y steam train didn’t turn up!
-Break downs limited (Olive and me) but good support
-Hotel accommodation, service and dining - perfect

-Woman in Whitby thinks we are the P&D Euthanasia Club!
-Everyone enjoyed it
I will comment no further on the matter but hopefully our web master will provide
us with a fitting article for our entertainment and archive.
SYCO Night at the Welcome Tavern – Tuesday 28th June
I should first of all apologise for not making it clear to everyone that at April
Committee it was agreed that the format for selection of the winning entrant was
to revert to the selection process adopted by the Club several years ago, even prior
the Landlady’s choice of which car she would like to be driven home in.
SO, as this year, and at future events the winning entrant will be selected by
the previous years’ winner. This system simplifies the selection procedure and has
the advantage of the judge, having proved his own success in the past being fully
aware of the requirements necessary to make such a high standard choice.
On the SYCO evening there were “whisperings” of bribery! But I can assure
you that The Preston & District MG Euthanasia Club will have no truck with this. I
personally think that Roy and Sue Clapham did a splendid job in making their difficult yet worthy choice and should be applauded by all, unfortunately at the time
the result was announced I was out of earshot so we must wait until the awards
presentation in December to greet the recipient.
Cont....

Leighton Hall Sunday 10th July
By the time you read this you will either have attended or otherwise.
Very inconsiderate of Burlingtons’ to restrict our parking facility but at least it
resulted in us getting off to an early start. Also for those of you who sped north on
the A6 you will no doubt have noticed the “stationary” Dewlay windmill – no
cheese today then! Although a bit wet to start, the day turned out to be just perfect. We had a good turnout of members and a good selection of MGs.

Congratulations to the “pioneer” force who left early to secure a suitable site
and set about constructing our brand new “igloo”, see above. This is fit for purpose
and everyone is delighted with the new purchase. It was also the envy of our
neighbouring Clubs who were making enquiries about sourcing one for themselves’
and an opportunity was missed by us not being in a position to do a sales promotion for the manufacturers – Coleman Event Shelters.
Leighton Hall is a perfect venue and the quality and variety of classic cars and
bikes on display is something else. This event will certainly be included in our 2012
programme – for a driving and static display day it doesn’t get much better.
Yet a new Club sub section arising in 2011 must be considered from our recent
visits to Whitby and Leighton. Maybe subtitled:-“The Preston & District MG Euthanasia and Inuit Foundation!”
NEXT EVENT Tuesday 26th July 7:30pmish - Auto Test – Schultz Estate
Andy and Carol are once again kindly opening up the Schultz Estate for our
annual exercise of nerve gripping driving skills and laughter.
The BBQ will be available from 7:00pm to all, so bring your sausages and steaks etc
and cook and drive the course for the much coveted trophy which is a prestigious
and much sought after Annual Award.

CALENDER ADDITIONS FOR AUGUST
Due to the popularity of our evening runs and members requests for more of
them we will take advantage of the extended daylight evenings and include one for
Club Night Tuesday 30th August. Details will be available shortly but briefly it will
commence 7:00/7:30 pm at Worden Park, Leyland and conclude at the Welcome
Inn.
Cont....

ALSO - a Sunday morning run and lunch has been added for 21st August.
Details, once again will be soon available but it is intended to finish the run in
St Annes on Sea and take lunch at the Chadwick Hotel on the promenade. The
Chadwick is the one we enjoyed last summer at the re run of a Cold Turkey Run
(2009).
It will be useful to know approximate numbers so please let me know by e
mail or otherwise if you are attending so that reservations can be made.
ALSO - You can update your current calendar regarding our guest speaker for
Tuesday 29th November Mick B has secured the services of the chap who is involved with the proposed Preston Tramway. This promises to be really interesting
for all of us in the Preston area
So make it a “must” attend.

AND FINALLY
Don’t think for one minute that I am neglecting your update on windmills and associated piffle, rather I am working on a missive for the August News Letter and keeping a close eye on this week’s happenings in the High Court which if successful will
see the demolition of the first wind farm in the UK.
Fingers crossed for a positive outcome!

Bill R.
Secretary’s Scrawls
I guess that others will report on the North York's weekend when the club took
over the Mallyan Spout Hotel in Goathland for the duration. Suffice it to say that we
had a brilliant weekend thanks to Bill and Mick’s organisational abilities, marked by
some personal reminiscences such as our confrontation with a 12 foot wide tractor
on a 10 foot wide country lane, and the elderly lady who misread Chris Bamber’s
shirt logo as the Preston & District Euthanasia Club – sounds like a good idea, meetings start next Friday.
I’m afraid the orchestrated visit to Scripp’s garage was a bit lost on me, not being a Heartbeat devotee (I only watch Sky Sports, Alibi, and Dave), and Mike Newton (dressed up as some geezer from the programme and pretending to fill up our
tank) whispered “it’s me”, the reply of “I know it’s you, Mike” wasn’t what he was
expecting. Janet’s comment as we set off on the Sunday morning run that nobody
had broken down yet, set off a succession of six mechanical failures throughout the
day, starting with Olive’s clutch, followed by Mike’s throttle cable, Bill’s radiator
hose, etc etc., all of which served to demonstrate the willingness of all members to
dive in and try to help.
We had a glorious day at the Leighton Hall car and motorbike show in the sunshine, and had a good turnout of 14 cars. Also on show was our new ‘igloo’ type
shelter – see photos, which attracted more attention than our cars, specifically
from other exhibitors.
Cont....

The auto test is on Tuesday 26th July at Andy and Carole Schultz’ abode (map
on website if you haven’t visited Cuerden Classics before), when Andy Wood will be
defending his title.
Plans for the Northern National on 6/7 August are well in hand, with several
members having committed to bring along combustible contributions for the
Jacob’s join. We’re making a determined effort to regain our ‘best club stand’ trophy this year, and it’s important that we get as many cars as possible to the event
on the Sunday when the judging takes place. It’s also important that we get to the
venue at Patley Bridge as early as we can to get the stand set up, and whilst we’ve
indicated a general meeting time of 9 am at the Swallow Hotel on the A59 at Samlesbury, members are encouraged to take the shortest route to ensure an early arrival, if their shortest route doesn’t take them via Samlesbury.
The committee discussed apparel for the event, and decided to recommend
club logo’d clothing where possible – suggestion of dinner suits was rejected,
though mine, after 40 years, still fits me like a glove (it’d be better if it fit me like a
suit ho ho).
The 30th August club night will feature an evening run finishing at the Welcome
Tavern, and don’t forget that the closing date for entries to the Lancashire Lanes
run on 18th September is 21st August!
Bill B.

This month‟s Anagram, -

“End Waltz Crush”.

The Northern National and Jacob’s Join
This is the latest list of foodstuffs pledged:

Platter of Egg-mayo with spice

Tomato salad

Smoked Salmon sandwiches

Sausages and cheese on sticks with pickles

Sausage Rolls

Chicken drummers

Quiche (2 flavours)

Pork pies, and crusty bread and butter

Rice and Pasta salad

Crisps

Home baked cookies

Trifle

Chorley cakes

Fruit desert

Cheesecake.
If you have not yet added to the list, contact me when you can.
P.S. We already have plates, bowls, knives, forks and spoons.
Mike N.

This month‟s cartoon.

Please Note.-Jokes are for your entertainment only, and are what I find humorous.
They do not necessarily represent mine or the opinions of any other member, or the
club‟s point of view……… Ed.

Not The Bank Holiday Weekend to Goathland 2011.
Goathland, or more popularly known by the name Aidensfield, was the venue
for our stay in the North York Moors this year. Our journey started at Chatburn at
09:00 on the Friday, bacon butties and tea or coffee to go with them. After we arranged the cars in a semicircle together with the owners TC for a photo shoot. Then
it was first come first served to the tulip maps, and the open road.
Our first stint was to take us through Lancashire, and Yorkshire, to The Bull Inn,
West Tanfield. Unfortunately for Bob and Carole we drove via Hellifield, and they
had travelled from there to meet up with us at Chatburn. The Bull had extremely
good food, and we sat in the garden next to the river whilst we enjoyed it. After
lunch the lovely scenery of the North York Moors National Park provided the backdrop to the driving. This was one of the best days driving that I can remember, and
it served as a taster to the rest of the weekend. On arriving at The Mallyan Spout
Hotel, our venue for the weekend, we checked the rooms to find them to be excellent, so down to the garden for the first of many sherbets. Evening dinner complemented the hotel with good, varied and tasty food.
Saturday saw us all assemble under orders, in the car park, where Andy and
Tony had a plan. This had been devised by Bill R. “Get the cars in formation, and
draw out the MG sign with them”, was the order. Much tooing and frowing, grinding of gears, together with the odd expletive finally showed the cars in the correct
formation. This could be viewed from the on hand cherry picker, brought in for the
purpose.
After the local news rag, (not part of News International), had taken their pictures,
then anyone with a camera was allowed to ascend to the heavens to take a pic or
two. (see below)

Cont....

Bill had once again used his vast influence and arranged for the local Mayoress
to arrive for a photo opportunity, (like last year), but unfortunately the Lady Mayoress of Goathland decided that her sick horse was more pressing than her previously arranged engagement with Bill, so we drove the cars to leave them on display
at Goathland railway station.
We boarded a chartered bus and travelled to Whitby, where we had a free day,
before assembling to catch the train home in reserved carriages. During our return
journey I was enlisted to advise those present that they would be held back at the
station, to return 30 seconds apart, stopping at Scripps Garage to meet, and have a
photo opportunity with “a star of stage and screen”. Excitement was rife, and all
were ecstatic to find David, from Heartbeat ready and willing to “fill her up for a
fiver”. Actually it was me dressed in an old coat and hat, but nobody seemed to realise that it was not actually David! ( Bill’s lies about recognising me are all lies!) I
will be applying for my equity card in readiness for the return of Heartbeat, if ever it
does return.

David ‘Pumps’ petrol into Tony’s car
Sunday arrived and today we were off to meet up with some of the members
of Rydale & York MG Owners Club. This day proved to be the breakdown day. So far
not a missed beat or faded brake lining, except of course Bill’s TA, but that always
has faded brakes. As Tony, Andy and I had gone off at a rate, we were first to suffer.
After negotiating a sharp right-hander, I floored the throttle to keep up the pace,
nothing happened! But quick inspection by the others showed a broken throttle
Cont....

nipple behind the pedal. We removed the one from the heater, tied that up to stop
the heat, and Tony used it to fix the throttle cable, after first adjusting the play for it
to fit. During the repairs we were passed by lots of our members, and approximately 40 Minis, all beeping and waving. As we were about to move off, we heard
that Olive’s Midget was having clutch problems. When she caught us up we escorted her to out meeting point at the Cropton Brewery. Again Andy and Tony
swung in to action to try to get her going, but the slave cylinder was not having any.
At the same time Bill noticed his TA had disgraced itself by peeing all over the car
park. A split hose was found and I helped this time, with a cut down hose from
Godfrey’s boot. Unfortunately Olive’s car was U.S., so we carried on without her.Just joking, she received various lifts for the rest of the day, and Bill trailered her
back to the Mallyan Spout that night. The RAC was to finish her weekend in what I
heard was a rather untidy truck on Monday!
During the day the run was still up to the high standard Bill had set himself on
Friday, and after lunch at The Hayburn Wyke, we carried on to Thornton Le Dale,
where we all had a wander around the North Yorkshire Car Museum. Again Bill had
negotiated cheap rates, and a free tea or coffee at the nearby Balderstones Café.
Here we said our farewells to the local MG nuts, and drove back to the hotel.
After dinner and a commemorative photo, Bill awarded Olive with a car badge
for being the member of the weekend, and we all then thanked him in turn for such
a well organised and spectacular weekend.
Monday was for returning home so after a quick walk to see the actual
Mallyan Spout, we went our separate ways. Unfortunately once again the spectre of
breakdown reared its ugly head over our windscreen. Jo and I had a lovely lunch in
Pately Bridge, and drove up towards Grassington, but gear changing became difficult. Fearing a similar problem as Olive, I tried various tests, and came to the conclusion my maintenance routine had missed checking the clutch fluid levels. A detour towards the motorway was found, as three motorways and we would be
home, (motorway driving needed no gear changes). When we arrived near Skipton I
pulled in to a petrol station, and bought some fluid. This I topped up, and continued
on our journey. The following day was SYCO night so that afternoon, I enlisted Jo’s
right foot, and bled the clutch fluid removing all the air. The car is now back up to
it’s former glory and just waiting to do it all over again.
So if you think that a weekend away might not be as good as doing the garden
or looking after the grandkids, or whatever takes your fancy just after the spring
bank holiday, think again. This one was one of the best, if not the best, and all the
congratulations are due to Bill Ryding, ably assisted by Mick Bamber. And don’t forget Lillian, who has to put up with months of Bill’s planning and travelling to make
our weekend a success. Many thanks to them all, and also to those who were there
and made it a weekend to remember.(Rosie and Linda, I have a long memory!)

Mike N.

Lancashire Lanes Run 2011

Reminder to all club members who haven’t yet booked!
Our Lancashire Lanes Run will take place on Sunday 18th September 2011 but you
need to get your forms in to us by 21st August so that we have enough time to
finalise our arrangements.
The hotel is booked, the route is planned, the plaques have been chosen, our
President is ready to give a speech of thanks, the raffle prizes are waiting for lucky
winners, a representative has been invited to join us from St. Catherine’s Hospice.
All we need now is a dry, warm day and some fantastic classic cars to show off on
the roads of Lancashire!!!!
So if you haven’t yet filled in your form and sent the cheque, get cracking we
need you. See you all soon.

Julie L.
An application form and Disclaimer are included later in this edition........Ed

The 11th Annual
Lancashire Lanes Run
Sunday 18th September 2011
Driver
Passenger
Address

Postcode
Tel. No.
Make of Car
Model
Year
Reg. No.
Car Club
e-mail address
Car with 1 Passenger
No. of additional passengers @ £8.00 each
(Children under 10 yrs old – free)
Total

£22.50
£
£

The run will be approximately 75 miles, starting and finishing at:
‘The Mill Hotel, Moor Road, Croston, Lancashire. PR26 9HP .
Entry Fee is £22.50 per car (driver and passenger) which includes: tea / coffee at
the start, tulip style route book, rally plate and buffet at the finish. (For additional
passengers, please add £8.00 per person.)Entry form and fee should be sent to:
G & J Lockwood Ltd
41 Skull House Lane
Appley Bridge
Wigan WN6 9HB

(Enquiries:  - 01257 254274 office hours)

Please make cheques payable to: - Preston & District MGEC
Closing date for entries is the 21st August 2011.
(Entry confirmation will be sent via e:mail. If you do not have an e-mail address,
please include a stamped, self-addressed envelope for an acknowledgement of receipt and full details of the start venue.)

Disclaimer:
There is no timed element to this event, neither is there any penalty for mileage covered. You therefore need no special insurance to take part. The instructions contained in the route book which you will receive at the start act
only as a suggested route that you may wish to follow. All speed limits and
other rules relating to the roads contained in the route book should be adhered to at all times.
I declare and accept the following terms of entry:
1
I will be the driver of the vehicle identified on the application form.
2
The vehicle will be in a roadworthy condition, with a current MOT and
covered by appropriate insurance as required by the Road Traffic Act (1960)
and any subsequent legislation.
3
I, and the occupants of my car have entered at our own risk and understand that Preston & District MGEC and the event organisers bear no responsibility for loss, damage or injury however caused.
4
I, and my occupants shall behave in such a manner as not to cause nuisance or annoyance to the general public.
Submission of the entry form constitutes acceptance of these conditions.
Thank you
With regards from
Graham & Julie Lockwood
(Members of the Preston & District MG Enthusiasts Club and Lancashire Lanes
Run Committee who are sponsoring the event)

Not the MG Hols in Keswick
Day 1
Within a mile of leaving home,
Difflock Kev saw red or maybe not.
Instead, what he did see was the blue
flashing light of Lancashire’s constabulary’s finest patrol car. “Hello,
hello, hello! Didn’t you see the green
light sir?” Kevin responded, “No officer, she is my wife,” pointing to Rosie
who was seething with anger, while
speaking to her friend on the phone.
Kevin was lucky, the light may have
been red or if you listen to Red Kev it
may have been amber. Either way, he
managed to convince the officer that by jumping the red light Rosie had been saved
from a close encounter with the windscreen.
All other campers meanwhile, adhered to the Road Traffic Act 1972 and arrived
without any dramas. Tents were pitched, caravans parked and the holiday was under way.
The first night saw the world record for seating eleven people in a small two
berth caravan belonging to Lynda and Ray. Unfortunately the front floor area has
now acquired a permanent creak caused by the excessive weight. Due to the copious alcohol consumed, those at the front, soon required the use of the toilet which
was situated at the back of the caravan. We will leave you to use your imagination
regarding how relief was achieved without any embarrassing accidents.
Day 2
A trip was planned to the Keswick market that can be highly recommended for
all the shoppers out there. Ray and Lynda managed to negotiate the purchase of his
and her matching hiking boots. Whether these boots will ever see any hiking remains to be seen. In their euphoria to hit the mountains, they had what some
would say, a senior moment and left their original footwear behind. Finding the
shop again proved challenging even for Ray.
The afternoon saw the intrepid campers sat by the lakeside anticipating an afternoon of Sam, Rosie and Red Kev sailing on their topper. Bets were taken as to
how long it would take Sam to capsize following a ten minute lesson on how to sail.
Julie’s prediction of 30 seconds at first seemed a little unfair, however this was
closer to the truth than expected and in he went backwards for a freezing dunking.
However, undeterred he carried on regardless.
Bob and Carol meanwhile decided to explore the Castlerigg stone circle. This
was far more educational and mind provoking than swatting the midges.
Cont....

The evening ended in Andy and Carole’s caravan, where Sam offered to keep Julie
company as Graham, had had to return home for one night and one day to keep the
wheels of transport turning.
Day 3
The day was filled with expeditions to Penrith, Grassmere, Cockermouth and
Maryport dodging the heavy showers. A meal out in the evening seemed apt as
some campers were departing the next morning. ‘Oddfellows,’ was the perfect
place to end the day with a three course meal and a free bottle of wine.
Day 4
The campers rose to blue skies and sunshine and farewells to Red Kev & Rosie
and Bob & Carol. The remaining oddfellows planned a hike round Tarn Hows to get
those hiking boots broken in. This was finished off by the obligatory trip to Hawkeshead for the highly recommended warm oatmeal and ginger cake with rum butter
sauce at the Grandy Nook café.
One ferry ride later to Windermere and a return trip to Keswick armed with
barbeque fayre, the optimistic campers decided to eat outdoors. They soon saw the
error of their ways when they began to shiver.
Day 5
This was the last day for all but Andy and Carole, who supported the packers with
cups of tea and coffee plus biscuits. The sun beamed down and made the job of dismantling canvas enclosures much easier than expected especially as towels for wiping down had been on stand by.
A quick wave and Keswick suddenly became a much quieter place.
Plans are now afoot for next year’s adventure. Belgium and Holland have been
mentioned. Perhaps we should warn them now!!!!!!

Julie L

For Sale/Wanted Ads for club members.
Free to good home 6V Batteries
Two 6V batteries free to new home. Bought July 2009, No longer required since I've
put a huge 12V battery in to turn over the 4.6

Wanted Roof Box
If you have an unwanted roof box taking up garage space I am looking for one to fix
to my boat trailer to store the sails/etc. in. I would prefer a long thin one but anything considered! Roof bars not required.
Contact Jeff Reid
Email jreidmg@hotmail.co.uk
I have now added a ‘For Sale’ page to the website. If any member has items for
sale, please contact me. Please keep descriptions honest for the buyers, don’t forget
to add contact details for the sale. No commercial adds can be taken.
....Ed

Preston & District MG Enthusiasts Club Calendar 20011
Date

26-Jul
07-Aug

Day

Tuesday
Sunday

Event
Club Night - Auto
Test

Time

Start

19.30 Schultz Estate
08:45/
09:00 Salmesbury Arms

21 Aug

Sunday

Northern National
Run to visit
Ribblesdale
Bus Preservation
Society

28-Aug

Sunday

Dales Run (N York's
MGCC)

30-Aug

Tuesday

Club Night - Evening
run

18-Sep

Sunday

Lancashire Lanes
run

From The Mill Hotel, Croston .
10:00 PR26 9HP

27-Sep

Tuesday

Club Night - Guest
Speaker

20.00 Welcome Tavern

25-Oct

Tuesday

Club Night - Quiz
night

20.00 Welcome Tavern

05-Nov

Saturday

Bonfire night

20.00 Schultz Estate

29-Nov

Tuesday

Club Night - Guest
Speaker

20.00 Welcome Tavern

03-Dec

Saturday

Annual Dinner

19.30 Ley Inn

26-Dec

Monday

Cold Turkey run

Note
Location map on website.
also Saturday 6 Aug
Jacob’s join on Sunday
Lunch at Chadwick Hotel
Lytham, Advise for reservation.

10.00 Bay Horse, Skipton

individual entry form

19:00/ Worden Park— finish
19:30 At Welcome Tavern

tba tba

£22.50 per car

62 persons maximum

Editorial.
May I first start with profuse apologies for forgetting to publish
details of the Lostock Hall day and Parade. I hope this didn‟t lead to any
problems to those who took part. As you can see from earlier articles,
the NTBHW was an unbridled success, and the trip to Leighton Hall was
bathed in warm sunshine. SYCO night again proved a success, and we
have 4 new members joining the club this month. Once more P & DMGEC
is on the up!
So what have I been up to other than club events? The most enjoyable was a visit from my new granddaughter, now 5 months old. She came
with her parents for 5 days, and we went out and about and had some
great time together. Will she take after mum and dad who are both car
nuts? I suspect she‟ll have no choice. Talking of cars, the new baby
Range Rover production started full swing this month, so me and son-inlaw drove to the local agent for a test drive. Not so, they had not yet
had one, but “Maybe before the end of next month”, was quoted. At this
we decided to prowl the Halewood factory, where we saw a selection
parked or being tested on their private road. It looks good, and the 2,2
diesel returns 190bhp,and an average urban of 50 mpg. It is using the
last of the X Type Jag engine with a few more tweaks, put together on
the Freelander chassis, again tweaked with a computer controlled suspension and drive system. One bonus to this car is that is about the only
thing on the road that‟s bigger than the new Mini Countryman, as they
used to be known!
Further on cars, rumour has it that one of the more controlled drivers in the club has bought an RV8! Given proper tuition he should be able
to join „The Testosterones‟, provided his navigator (boss), allows it.
Many thanks to Julie for her article about some of the members
trip to Keswick. This is what we want, more articles from you the members! So cheers to you all, hope you enjoy this bumper edition, see you at
the next meeting.
Just a footnote, if anyone has a Kindle, then add my email address
to the approved list in your Kindle and I can send it direct to it. You just
need to advise me of your Kindle email address.
Mike....Ed

